Adaptation effects in grasping the Müller-Lyer illusion.
Recent results have shown that effects of pictorial illusions in grasping may decrease over the course of an experiment. This can be explained as an effect of sensorimotor learning if we consider a pictorial size illusion as simply a perturbation of visually perceived size. However, some studies have reported very constant illusion effects over trials. In the present paper, we apply an error-correction model of adaptation to experimental data of N=40 participants grasping the Müller-Lyer illusion. Specifically, participants grasped targets embedded in incremental and decremental Müller-Lyer illusion displays in (1) the same block in pseudo-randomised order, and (2) separate blocks of only one type of illusion each. Consistent with predictions of our model, we found an effect of interference between the two types when they were presented intermixed, explaining why adaptation rates may vary depending on the experimental design. We also systematically varied the number of object sizes per block, which turned out to have no effect on the rate of adaptation. This was also in accordance with our model. We discuss implications for the illusion literature, and lay out how error-correction models can explain perception-action dissociations in some, but not all grasping-of-illusion paradigms in a parsimonious and plausible way, without assuming different illusion effects.